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E-List 20
[Highlights at the 63rd New York International Antiquarian Book Fair]

Dear friends and colleagues,

Below you will find thirty-five items New York-bound later this month. This is just a sample of
what will be featured under the CHB banner and we urge you to come see us in Booth C27 at the
63rd New York International Antiquarian Book Fair, held April 27-30 at the Park Avenue Armory.
Ours is the penultimate booth before you hit the bar. Our drinks order is two white wines, a red
wine, a diet soda, and whatever you're having. We have tried to capture our recent activities in the
present list: Americana from two collections purchased this past winter; literature popular with our
open shop customers; baseball books from the "baseball room" of a house it took us six months to
clear out; and, most recently, a cache of nineteenth-century photography that we acquired just two
weeks ago. Being on Capitol Hill, and operating under the name Capitol Hill Books, we are also
legally required to offer at least one presidential item. Finally, this list ends with Death, but of the
jolly, dancing-skeleton persuasion.

Best,

The gang at Capitol Hill Books, ABAA/ILAB

Stunning notebook of naive theorem paintings

1. [Americana]  [Women's Education - Theorem Painting]

Original Hand-Made Notebook of Theorem Paintings

N.p.: ca. 1840. Small folio (32.5x20.5cm.); stitched self-wrappers; [22]ll. filled to completion with
forty-four paintings almost entirely on rectos only. Light to moderate soiling throughout, extremities
a bit worn and dog-eared from handling, a few leaves separated but present, else Very Good.

While the practice of stencil painting dates as far back as the eighth century in East Asia, the process
was not introduced and popularized in Great Britain and the United States until the late 18th century.
According to Jacqueline M. Atkins' article in Encyclopedia of American Folk Art (2004), "Theorem
painting began to be taught in America as early as 1800, and it was added to the curricula of some
girls' schools as early as 1812. By 1820 it had become one of [the] most lauded types of painting for
women, schoolgirls, and housewives alike, and teachers who specialized in theorem painting found
ready audiences for the subject" (p. 366). The term itself, however, was not coined until 1830 with
the publication of Matthew D. Finn's Theoretical System of Painting, or Modern Plan, Fully
Explained in Six Lessons, and Illustrated With Eight Engravings by Which a Child of Tender Years
Can Be Taught This Sublime Art in One Week.

The present notebook appears to have been compiled by a young student using various sheets of
similarly-sized paper stock, some leaves pale blue and faintly lined, others cream wove paper.
Presumably the work of a schoolgirl, the examples are often too naive to be deemed "expert."
Subjects range from pink and green flowers, farm animals, birds and butterflies, dogs chasing
cheeky squirrels, houses and churches, fish and aquatic mammals, floral arrangements, and one
image captioned "A scene in Africa," depicting the obelisk Cleopatra's Needle flanked by two palm
trees, a camel, and a giraffe. Though the images employing vibrant colors are quite charming and
familiar as examples of American folk art, one could argue that the more subtle, muted examples,
such as the moonlit snow-covered cottages, or the six silvery fish, are truly the most exquisite. 

The date of the notebook is based in part on the era in which theorem painting was most popular,
between 1820 and 1860, before "Industrialization eventually led to theorem painting's relative
rarity" (p. Atkins, p. 367). Additionally, one of the earliest paintings in the notebook is captioned
"William H. Harrison's residence at North Bend [Ohio]." Though Harrison is not named President
here, it can be surmised that this was produced at a time when the man was at the forefront of public
scrutiny, around the time of his famously short, one-month presidency from March 4 until his death
on April, 4, 1841. 

While theorem paintings, popular as they were, appear on the market with great regularity, we find
nothing quite like this, a substantial record of the learning process of the form.
 

Price: $7,500

Colonial election sermon with anti-slave trade content

2. [Americana] Ashbel Woodbridge
 
A Sermon Delivered Before the General Assembly of the Colony of Connecticut, on the anniversary
election at Hartford, May 14th, 1752

New-London: Printed and Sold by Timothy Green, Printer to the Gov. & Company, 1753. First
Edition. 12mo (18cm.); stitched self-wrappers; [4],44pp. (A-D^6, collated and complete with half
title); woodcut head- and tail-pieces. External leaves spotted, textblock uniformly toned, very
occasional contemporary manuscript corrections to text, brief contemporary juvenile scribbles to pp.
40 and 44, else Very Good and sound.

Uncommon colonial Connecticut election sermon on the subject of the ideal civil government, both
its qualities and responsibilities. Of special notice is the author's preoccupation with the sins
(specifically "fornication") of "our Negro servants," offering the solution that "Marriage ought to be
allow'd them," but more importantly, "'Tis far better for us to have them prevent being bro't over into
our Land, by great Duties on them, that might be turn'd to their Instruction, who were bro't" (p. 36). 

EVANS 7137; ESTC W3069; SABIN 105084; TRUMBULL 1699.

Price: $650

New England mourns a slave trader

3. [Americana] Henry Caner
 
The Nature & Necessity, of an Habitual Preparation for Death & Judgment. A sermon preach'd at
King's-Chapel in Boston, November 21st. 1758. Upon occasion of the death of Charles Apthorp,
Esq [Half title: Mr. Caner's Sermon Occasion'd by the Death of Charles Apthorp, Esq.]

Boston: John Draper, [1758]. First Edition. Octavo (20.5cm.); later stiff black wrappers; 24pp. (A-
C4, including half title); woodcut vignette at head of p. [5]. Slightly ex-New Haven Colony
Historical Society with their pressure stamps to first three leaves including upper cover, upper cover
additionally creased, else a Very Good, internally fresh and sound copy. 

Extraordinarily incongruous eulogy delivered upon the sudden death of Charles Apthorp (1695-
1758), who had accrued his vast fortune in the slave trade. Nevertheless, Caner opines upon the
death of his parishioner, "The loss indeed is our's, who could very ill have spared so eminently
useful and exemplary a member of society," going on to expound that "While he was with us, he
was a lively example of many excellent virtues...He studied as the Apostle advises, to be quiet, and
to mind his own business, and left others to the management of theirs" (pp. 17-8).

Though no mention of Apthorp's life work is made, Caner obliquely mentions that "If any one is
curious after [Apthorp's] imperfections (from which no merely humane example is entirely free), let
them be covered by the veil of humanity and love" (p. 22). 

Published at the request of Apthorp's family, this sermon quite uncommon both institutionally and in
the trade, with none for sale as of February, 2023, and just two appearing at auction since 1978, the
latter example this copy. 

ESTC 28660; EVANS 8099.

Price: $750

Preliminary text by the first African-American Congregational minister in the
United States

4. [Americana] Job Swift and Lemuel Haynes
 
Discourses on Religious Subjects

Middlebury, VT: Huntington and Fitch, 1805. First Edition. 12mo; full contemporary sheep, gilt
spine; xii,[13]-300pp. Scuffing to leather extremities, some brief peeling and surface scratches to
both boards, rear free endpaper partially removed, contemporary manuscript inscription of the
Public Library in Greenfield and Milton to front free endpaper with lengthy note in the same hand
regarding the schedule of state library meetings; overall Very Good and sound. Bound with the list
of subscribers in rear, including Lemuel Haynes himself (twelve copies). 

Posthumously-collected religious works by the late Congregational minister Job Swift (1743-1804).
Preceded by "Sketches of his life and character and a sermon, preached at West-Rutland, on the
occasion of his death," by fellow-Congregational minister Lemuel Haynes (1753-1833), the first
African-American to be ordained by a mainstream denomination in the United States. 

SABIN 94066.

Price: $1,500

With annotations by Barnabas Bidwell, sometimes regarding his boss Thomas
Jefferson

5. [Americana] John Adams

A Defence of the Constitutions of Government of the United States of America [Barnabas Bidwell's
copy]

New York: Re-printed and sold by H. Gaine, at the Bible, in Hanover-Square, 1787. Early American
Edition, possibly the first. Octavo; modern quarter calf over marbled boards; xxiii,390,[4]pp. Front
free endpaper detached, flyleaf reattached with archival tape; faint rubberstamp and blindstamp to
title page; blank lower corner of leaf 373/4 expertly repaired, pages trimmed with a few chips along
edges. Ownership signatures of Barnabas Bidwell to flyleaf, and signature of his son Marshall
Bidwell to bottom of p. 100. Underlining with contemporary ink annotations to margins which
appear to be in Bidwell Sr.'s hand. Overall Very Good and sound. Adams' work was first issued from
London in 1787 with subsequent American printings appearing soon after in New York, Boston, and
Philadelphia as the Constitutional Convention deliberated in Philadelphia, with no definitive priority
given.

Adams' landmark study of constitutions and government was written in 1786 and 1787 while he
served as minister to the court of St. James, and was later expanded into three volumes. "John
Adams, it is safe to say, bestowed more thought on the nature of government, and exerted more
influence in determining the character of the constitutions adopted during the Revolution by most of
the original states, than any of his contemporaries," and, Larned continues, "it is a work marked by
insight, breadth of views, conviction, courage, and — we may venture to add — much wisdom."

This copy with ownership signature and marginal notes from Barnabas Bidwell, who served in the
United States Congress from 1805 to 1807 as a backer of the Jefferson administration, garnering
criticism from the President's enemies. One such figure described Bidwell as one of Jefferson's
"back stairs favorites" and "pages of the presidential water-closet" (cf. DAB II, p. 246). The
marginal notes appear to be contemporary with publication and deal with the heady issues of the day
and of Adams' work: the nature of government, democracy, and monarchy. Early in the text, Bidwell
writes, "Mr. Jefferson has been censured for speaking in his Letter to the Berkley farme[rs] of the
Monarch-ical part of our government," (p. 13) possibly an allusion to the inquiry into Jefferson's
duties as governor of Virginia in 1781. 

At the end of Adams' chapter on Athens, Bidwell has underlined, "This will be a fair trial, whether a
government so popular can preserve itself," and written in the margins "Doubtful!" (p. 283). 

Scarce with only the London edition in retail as of February 2023. 

SABIN 233; HOWES A-60; LARNED 2687; ESTC W30733.
 

Price: $7,500

A touchstone edition of a touchstone text

6. [Americana] Mary Rowlandson
 
Narrative of the Captivity and Removes of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, who was taken by the Indians at
the destruction of Lancaster, in 1676

Lancaster, MA: Carter, Andrews, and Co., 1828. Fifth Edition [First Lancaster Edition]. 12mo
(bound in 9s); publisher's brown cloth over drab boards, unadorned spine; xii,81,[1]pp. Boards a bit
soiled and extremities scuffed, cloth starting to split along rear spine edges, 20th century ownership
rubberstamp to front pastedown, else a Very Good, internally clean and sound copy.

Exceedingly important edition of Mary Rowlandson's narrative, the first of its kind and today
considered a "touchstone text in early American literature" according to its preface in the Penguin
anthology Women's Indian Captivity Narratives (1998), of which this is the opening text.

Mary Rowlandson (ca. 1637-1711) was the daughter of John White, at the time of his death the
wealthiest member of the frontier Lancaster population. She married the town's Puritan minister
Joseph Rowlandson in 1656 and had three surviving children by the time King Philip's War broke
out in the town, in 1675. Though the colonial community had lived for many years beside members
of the Wampanoag, Narragansett, and Nipmuck nations, violence finally erupted with the increase of
white expansionism, discrimination, and forced conversion. 

Rowlandson's substantial home was converted into a garrison during the War, but was destroyed by
fire while its human contents were besieged by gunfire. Rowlandson horrifically describes a bullet
passing through her side, "and the same (as would seem) through the bowels and hand of my poor
child in my arms" (p. 5). Rowlandson managed to escape further harm, her captors recognizing her
status in the town and thus her value as a political prisoner. She and her children were eventually
ransomed and freed in exchange of £20, though the one child died of the above mentioned gunshot
wounds. 

It is surmised that Rowlandson, who lived off of charity in the years following her release from
captivity and the sudden death of her husband, first wrote the contents of her narrative within a year
of her release, but the text did not appear in print until 1682 with the aid of Increase Mather, who
provided its first preface. The work was, by the age's parameters, a blockbuster, going through four
editions in that first year and selling a thousand copies in both the American colonies and Britain. 

However, by the time of publication of this edition, the first to be published Rowlandson's native
Lancaster, the work had been all but forgotten. The text opens with a short, anonymous introduction,
explaining that "This edition of Mrs. Rowlandson's Narrative, which had its origin in the
circumstance of the former editions being almost extinct, has been printed in a cheap form, that all
who are desirous to preserve such a curious relick of times gone by, may avail themselves of the
opportunity." 

The text goes on to attribute the extensive explanatory footnotes to a Mr. [Joseph] Willard, whose
"indefatigable labours" had saved this work from oblivion, paving the way for a long, sometimes
unfortunate, tradition of "Indian Captivity" narratives, many by and about young women. Kathryn
Zabelle Derouvian-Stodola, the editor of Penguin's anthology Women's Indian Captivity Narrative,
manages to place this literary tradition in a squarely feminist context difficult to envision without
this tiny, cheaply published book. Indeed, the Lancaster edition proved so popular that a second (i.e.
"Sixth") edition appeared in the same year.

This edition very rare, with just twelve physical copies in OCLC as of February, 2023. None in the
trade, last seen in the auction record in a 1955 Eberstadt catalog. 

See HOWES R-478 for the first extant edition; SABIN 73590. This edition missed by Ayer.
 

Price: $2,500

"All are liable to sorrow & disappointment, pain & disease which no human
care can prevent"

7. [Americana] [Slavery and Abolition] Anonymous
 
[Manuscript Title] Equality and Inequality: Slavery

Tunkhannock, PA? 1855. Small quarto (21)cm.); stitched self-wrappers; 58pp. filled to completion.
Minor soil to external leaves, else Very Good or better.

Unpublished manuscript oration delivered at the "Tunk. L.K. Lyceum" on Thursday evening, Jan. 4,
1855, by an unknown speaker. The question raised is "Whether sin enters into the very nature...of
the relation [between the master and the enslaved] itself" (p. 16). The speaker first covers other
relationships in which one party has limited rights under the other: wives to husbands, foreigners to
citizens, territories to states, children to parents. In the relationship between master and enslaved,
however, "The legal obligation of one person without his consent, [is] to labour, for life, for the
benefit of another in view of legal claim to support" (pp. 10-11). The speaker argues that, while the
exchange of labor for "support," while imbalanced, is not inherently sinful, and cites both biblical
scripture and the almost overwhelming approval of the American church system in favor of the
institution of slavery. 

However, the speaker goes on to argue that the system of American slavery is, in fact, inherently
sinful. The first reason provided is the failure of the master in his "first duty...the last duty, & his
whole duty...to elevate the inferior. The mother-country has no right to govern its Colonies, that they
shall ever remain dependent on it & a mere source of wealth to it. This is one of the points assumed
by the Patriots of our Revolution" (p. 28). Therefore, "The essential sinfulness...of slavery consists
precisely not in the relation itself but in the permanence of the relation" (p. 30). This would mean
that the laws prohibiting teaching an enslaved person to read is sinful, as is the law invalidating the
marriage between two enslaved people. Besides which, "It is cruel, sinful that children at a tender
age be separated from their parents" (p. 33). 

The speaker, perhaps naively, argues that by teaching the enslaved to read and allowing them to
establish safe and binding familial tiles, emancipation will follow suit, as it is both desirable for the
enslaved to be elevated and for the master to reach salvation. 

The final portion of the text relates to the ongoing controversy surrounding the Missouri
Compromise, the speaker of a mind that "the Territory is not sovereign, & by the principles of the
Common Law, he [the enslaved] must be free for he is lawfully (not as a fugitive) when Slavery is
not established there, therefore, he is not property" (p. 49).

Significantly, the question of race seldom arises throughout the text, and as humans the speaker
places both members of the system, master and enslaved, as equals: "One man can see as far into the
future as another. All are surrounded by dangers against which no human vigilance can guard. All
are liable to sorrow & disappointment, pain & disease which no human care can prevent. On the
other hand, Rain & the Sunshine are common blessings. The Air & the Water, the beauty of flower
& the magnificent of the Heavens are common sources of pleasure" (p. 3). 

An important unpublished contribution to the history of pre-Civil War discourse on the question of
emancipation.
 

Price: $1,500

"merely to satisfy his own innate desire"

8. Alexander King
 
A Book of Drawings by Alexander King [Donald S. Friede's copy]

[New York]: Donald S. Friede, 1926. Quarto; black cloth with printed paper title to front, housed in
black slipcase; twenty-six (26) linocut illustrations with printed title page, all on heavy stock.
Publisher Donald S. Friede's Covarrubias-designed bookplate on front pastedown. Boards slightly
edgeworn with some bumping to corners and spine ends. Some foxing and a bit of smudging to title
page. Illustrations are dark and vibrant, with a bit of toning and a few stray smudges remaining in
margins. "Publisher" written in pencil by a prior owner under Friede's bookplate, else pages
unmarked. Very Good overall.

Early collection of linocut illustrations by King, which we believe to have been uniquely bound by
Friede for his own collection around the beginning of his and King's association. Friede writes of
their meeting in his memoir of the 1920s, The Mechanical Angel, and in an introduction to seven of
these illustrations in Two Worlds Literary Magazine. Friede was a judge for a contest to draw the
character Bunny Gandle from Heywood Broun's Gandle Follows His Nose, which Boni and
Liveright had recently published and which the unknown King won handily. When he came for the
check, Friede was surprised to hear King had only done scattered commercial work. He writes
“suddenly [King] blurted out that he had in his possession about twenty drawings that he had done
without an eye to remunerative returns, merely to satisfy his own innate desire… He had never
shown these to anyone; they were not commercial and he could imagine no outlet for them” adding
that “It was at the height of the vogue for the Masereel woodcuts, and [King] had carried this artist's
cold disdain for human beings one simple step further.”

Enamored with King’s work, Friede converted the Boni & Liveright reception area into a gallery
and held a weekend exhibition, blacking out the room with curtains. He chose ten of the illustrations
and printed a run of linocuts, which he sent with an introduction in a special slipcase to local art
critics, writers, and philanthropists. While the exhibit was a bit of a flop, and Horace Liveright
apparently didn’t care much for King’s work, it was the beginning of a long professional friendship,
with Friede acting as a sort of patron for a time and securing King’s work for a number of books at
Boni & Liveright and then at Covici, Friede (it was in fact King who introduced Friede to Pascal
Covici and suggested they work together). King also illustrated the first volume issued by the
Limited Editions Club, The Travels of Lemuel Gulliver, as well as the LEC editions of The History
of Tom Jones and The Brothers Karamazov. King writes of Donald Friede as well in his memoir
Mine Enemy Grows Older, describing the publisher as “a person of supreme consequence in my
life” and remarking on “Donald’s stupendous generosity” in supporting himself and a couple other
artists out of his own trust allowance, even as Friede ran into his own financial difficulties.

King ended up best known as an early media personality for his memoirs and appearances on Jack
Paar's Tonight Show, where he told candid and humorous stories about his multiple marriages,
addiction to morphine, and generally colorful life. A 1960 Time Magazine review of his May This
House Be Safe From Tigers describes him as “an ex-illustrator, ex-cartoonist, ex-adman, ex-editor,
ex-playwright, and ex-dope addict. For a quarter-century, he was an ex-painter, and by his own
bizarre account qualifies as an ex-midwife. He is also an ex-husband to three wives and an ex-
Viennese of sufficient age (60) to remember muttonchopped Emperor Franz Joseph. When doctors
told him a few years ago that he might soon be an ex-patient (two strokes, serious kidney disease,
peptic ulcer, high blood pressure), he sat down to tell gay stories of the life of all these earlier
Kings.”
 

Price: $1,500

Adorned with thirty-three mounted dry flies

9. [Angling] Frederic M. Halford
 
Modern Development of the Dry Fly: The New Dry Fly Patterns, The Manipulation of Dressing
Them, and Practical Experiences of Their Use [Two Volume Set] [Limited Edition, Signed by
Halford]

London: George Routledge and Sons, 1910. Edition De Luxe, one of 75 copies signed by Halford on
title page of Volume I. Two quarto volumes; original half red calf over red cloth boards, six
compartments to spine, gilt lettering, top edge gilt, marbled endpapers, both volumes housed in a
custom-made clamshell case with mounted title labels. Vol. I with frontis portrait, 9 color plates, 18
color samples, and 16 photogravures. Vol. II with 33 flies mounted inside 9 recessed card mounts,
numbers 24 and 25 damaged and lacking wings and tails.

Light wear to extremities and joints with some general scuffing; patch of discoloration to rear of
Vol. II. Light and sparse foxing, a bit heavier at endpapers, but overall pages unmarked. Slipcases
slightly worn along edges, else sturdy and sound. A Very Good set overall.

Scarce English issue of a remarkable production from "The Father of Modern Dry Fly Fishing," in a
handsome and well-preserved binding. 

FIELD H60.

Price: $4,500

Early baseball trade catalog

10. [Baseball] Wright & Ditson
 
Wright & Ditson Base Ball Goods: Season 1911

Boston: Wright & Ditson, 1911. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's pictorial wrappers; 32pp.; black
and white photographs and illustrations throughout. Light rubbing to edges with some minor
staining and spotting, minor marginal staining but otherwise pages clean and unmarked. Very Good
overall.  

Scarce trade catalog from the early sporting goods store. Includes uniforms, mitts, bats, and
everything else a 1911 baseball player could want. No other copies in retail as of March 2023.
 

Price: $250

An exceptional compilation of early baseball manuals

11. [Baseball] Henry Chadwick [ed.]; Francis C. Richter [ed.]
 
Collection of Twenty-Seven De Witt, Beadle's, Spalding, and Reach Baseball Guides

New York, Newark, and Philadelphia: Robert M. De Witt, Beadle and Adams, A.J. Reach & Co.,
The American Sports Publishing Co., 1870-1912. Twenty-seven volumes in thirteen, including 9
issues of De Witt, a single issue of Beadle's The Dime Base-Ball Player, 12 issues of Reach, and 5
Spalding baseball guides. Small octavos; uniformly-bound in later maroon cloth binding, most
original wraps bound in except when noted in complete list; black and white illustrations including
photographs, diagrams, and advertisements throughout. 

Light rubbing to edges of cloth, otherwise bindings sound. Very slightly ex-library with "Reference
Dept. Feb 9 1922 N.E.A." to endpapers of each volume with occasional interior stamps. The De
Witts are remarkably well preserved though Reach and Spaldings shows some rubbing and chipping
to wraps. Overall a Very Good set spanning over 40 years of early baseball history. 

Many volumes here were edited by Henry Chadwick, considered by many to be the "Father of
Baseball," a pioneer of sports journalism credited with creating box scores as well as batting and
earned run averages. Chadwick helped popularize the game through the baseball guides, The Beadle
Dime Base-Ball Player being the earliest. Scarce with only a few individual issues of either
publication in retail as of March 2023. Complete list available on the website or by request.

GROBANI, pp. 11-13.
 

Price: $9,500

An early work of baseball fiction

12. [Baseball] Noah Brooks
 
The Fairport Nine

New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1880. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's brown pictorial cloth
stamped in black and gilt.; 188,[6](ads)pp.; frontispiece with tissue guard. Boards worn at
extremities, corners bumped with brief exposure, minor spine lean. Some inoffensive smudging to
interior but otherwise pages unmarked. Very Good. One of the earliest works of fiction to mention
baseball, with two chapters devoted to accounts of games.

GROBANI 12-2a
 

Price: $750

Rare and important periodical of the Black Arts movement

13. [Black Studies] Samella S. Lewis [ed.]; Ruth G. Waddy [ed.]
 
Black Artists on Art: Volumes 1 and 2

Los Angeles, CA: Contemporary Crafts, Inc. Publishers, 1969 & 1971. First Editions, wrapper
issues. Octavos; publisher's pictorial card wrappers; 132,140pp.; illustrations throughout, many in
color. Light wear to edges and joints, with slightly heavier creasing to spine of Vol. I. Binding is
sound and pages unmarked. Very Good overall.

Lewis and Waddy were leading figures in the Black Arts movement in California in the 1960s and
70s. First printings of the cloth or wrapper issue scarce in retail.
 

Price: $600

A masterpiece and a flop

14. Edward Young; William Blake [engravings]
 
The Complaint and the Consolation; or, Night Thoughts

London: Printed by R. Noble, for R. Edwards, 1797. First Thus. Large quarto; new three-quarter calf
to style over marbled boards, gilt-lettered spine, retaining original flyleaves; viii,[4],95pp.; thirty-
nine (39) engravings in margins of text, four (4) full-page engraved section titles. Some brief foxing
to endpapers and occasional offsetting from engravings, else a Very Good or better, trimmed copy in
attractive new binding bound in period style. Laid in contemporary manuscript bifolium in a neat
hand translating into French the "Explanation of the Engravings" (pp. [ix-x]).

One of Blake's masterpieces, unrecognized for its merit in his lifetime. Commissioned during an
especially prolific era of his life while living in Lambeth, this illustrated edition of Edward Young's
hugely popular and esteemed poem inspired the artist to paint nothing less than 537 watercolors for
the project, of which two hundred were originally slated for engraving. Instead, the work was an
instant commercial failure and only four of the poem's nine books made it into print. Subsequently,
only forty-three illustrations were ever engraved in Blake's lifetime. Not until 2005 did all 537
illustrations make it into print, in the Folio Society's two-volume facsimile edition. (See DNB II, p.
644, for additional information.)

ESTC T20820
 

Price: $9,500

Showcasing the full riot of color in Kahlo's diaries

15. Frida Kahlo
 
Diario

Mexico City: La Vaca Independiente, 1994. First Edition limited to 3000 copies of which this is no.
2446. Two volumes; octavos; Vol. I bound in red morocco over marbled boards with title label
mounted to front; Vol. II bound in full red morocco with gilt lettering to front and spine, housed
together in publisher's slipcase. Vol. I features reduced black and white reproductions of Frida
Kahlo's diary with the text transcribed underneath; Vol. II consists of a full-color facsimile
reproduction of the diary. 

Touch of rubbing to corners and spines very lightly sunned. Tight in bindings and pages unmarked.
Slipcase sturdy and sound. A Near Fine set of a wonderful production showcasing both the poetry
and full riot of color of Kahlo's diary. Despite a generous limitation run, quite scarce.
 

Price: $1,250

One of just a handful of recorded copies in jacket

16. Gaston Leroux; Andre Castaigne [illus.]; [Alexander Teixeira de Mattos] [trans.]
 
The Phantom of the Opera

New York: Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1911. First American Edition. Octavo; publisher's brown cloth
with blind stamped Phantom and cream-colored lettering, in scarce original illustrated dust jacket
with $1.25 net price to spine; [viii],357pp.; five full-color illustrations — frontis with tissue guard
and four double-page plates — collated and  complete. "Press of Braunworth & Co. Bookbinders
and Printers Brooklyn, N. Y." imprint at bottom of copyright. Jacket shows a few shallow chips and
tears along edges, with internal tape repair at front fold, tail of spine, and top back panel (browned),
and with one clear external tape repair (1") at top front corner over fold, along with some general
light scuffs affecting a few letters, moderate smudging / darkening to surface, mainly to white of
spine and back panel, and a faint waterspot to spine below price. Boards lightly bumped at corners
with a bit of rubbing along bottom edges and nudging to spine ends, with a faint vertical crease to
cloth diagonally down much of the spine. Half title / frontis separating cleanly along gutter but still
holding by about an inch near top. Tissue guard flat and clean. Illustrations bright. Falls open easily
between gatherings, but binding is sound and pages unmarked.

Exceptionally scarce in the original jacket, with this being an unusually intact example despite the
noted imperfections. One of now a few known variants — this copy featuring the Phantom in the
bell tower, with another known design using the frontis illustration of the Phantom descending stairs
and the third using the interior plate of Christine staggering and swooning. A variant of the bell
tower jacket appeared at auction in 2016 — without a price printed on the spine, apparently so
booksellers could assign their own — along with the suggestion that the bell tower design carried
priority, but with only a half dozen or so surviving jackets among all variants combined and the
rather recent appearance of the Christine Swooning design, it's difficult to establish with certainty. 

The American Edition of Phantom, translated by Alexander Teixeira de Mattos, followed the French
by a year — itself appearing just a couple months after the novel's serialization in Le Gaulois from
September of 1909 to January of 1910. The novel and its Phantom have been adapted, reimagined,
parodied, and referenced as widely as fellow Gothic canon-mates Dracula or Frankenstein's monster
— the best almost certainly being the 1925 silent Universal Pictures version starring Lon Chaney Sr,
and the most successful appearing in 1986 with Andrew Lloyd Weber's musical, which is currently
the longest-running show in Broadway History.
 

Price: $20,000

Inscribed and Signed by the 33rd President

17. Harry S. Truman
 
Memoirs: Year of Decisions and Years of Trial and Hope 1946-1952 [Inscribed & Signed]

Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1955-1956. First Editions, stated. Two volumes;
octavos; publisher's black cloth boards stamped in silver and blue, green topstains, white decorative
price-clipped dust jackets; 596,594pp. Dust jackets chipped along edges, in particular at spine ends,
with some general staining and spotting; paper flaws from previously removed stickers to base of
spine of each volume. Boards sturdy and square with some light wear to spine ends, internally clean
and sound. Very Good overall. Vol. I signed by Harry Truman on half title with inscription, "To Mr.
and Mrs. Simon Pearl. Kind regards from Harry Truman 10/18/58."

BURNS 016.
 

Price: $850

Middle Earth meets Moominland

18. J.R.R. Tolkien; Britt G. Hallquist [trans.]; Tove Jansson [illus.]
 
Bilbo: En Hobbits Aventyr [The Hobbit, Or There and Back Again]

Orebro, Sweden: Raben & Sjogren, 1962. First Tove Jansson Edition. Octavo; original green cloth
over pictorial boards, spine stamped in gilt; 308pp.; twelve full-page black and white illustrations,
smaller vignette pieces throughout. Boards show light shelfwear with some mild bumping to edges
and very slight forward lean, shallow creasing to bottom corners of first forty pages but otherwise
interior clean and unmarked. An attractive and well-preserved copy. 

Tove Jansson, a Swedish-speaking Finnish author and illustrator, was well known for her “Moomin”
children’s books, but tried a new method of drawing in her illustrations for both the Swedish and
Finnish publications of The Hobbit. Her highly regarded illustrations stand out not only for their
compelling detail and artistry, but also as a lens to see The Hobbit reflected back to the community
that created its Finnish and Norse mythological source material. This edition preceded in Sweden
by Tore Zetterholm's 1947 translation, Hompen.
 

Price: $2,000

Designed and Signed by Len Deighton

19. Jack Kerouac; Len Deighton [jacket illustration]
 
On the Road [Signed by Deighton]

London: Andre Deutsch, 1958. First UK Edition, published one year after the original US
publication. Octavo; publisher's pale red boards lettered in gilt, in Deighton's illustrated dust jacket
with 15s net to bottom of front flap and author photo to rear flap; 310pp. Signed by Deighton
without inscription at top corner of front free endpaper, possibly an ownership inscription.

Dust jacket lightly chipped with a few tears and creases along edges; jacket verso faintly soiled;
boards lightly shelfworn with some spotting and fading to spine, a touch of off-setting to front free
endpapers. The above-mentioned ownership inscription to front free endpaper, but otherwise pages
unmarked. 

Deighton's best-known design from his time as a professional illustrator, issued five years before his
first novel The IPCRESS File launched his writing career.
 

Price: $2,000

Baldwin's Second Play, Signed

20. James Baldwin
 
Blues For Mister Charlie [Signed]

New York: Dial Press, 1964. First Edition. Octavo; black boards stamped in light blue, dust jacket
designed by Bernard Brussel-Smith, original $3.95 price present; 121pp. Dust jacket shows slight
chipping along edges with some general rubbing, a touch of fading to top edge of boards; overall
Very Good, internally clean and sound. Signed by the author on title page.
 

Price: $1,250

Signed during the serializing of Finnegan's Wake

21. James Joyce
 
Ulysses [Signed Leaf Tipped in]

Paris: Shakespeare and Company, 1927. Ninth printing. Large octavo; original "Greek flag blue"
wraps housed in half morocco slipcase lettered in gilt with accompanying inner cloth chemise;
735pp. Extra leaf tipped in signed "James Joyce Paris 2-6-28." Wraps a bit worn at extremities with
very slight chipping to base of spine; a few creases and minor lean to spine, else binding holding
soundly. Very Good overall.

Signed leaf inserted by an unknown party signed by Joyce while he was living in Paris and
Finnegan's Wake was being published serially under the title "fragments from Work in Progress."
 

Price: $17,500

Near Fine

22. John Steinbeck

East of Eden [Limited Edition, Signed]

New York: The Viking Press, 1952. First Edition, Limited Issue, one of 1500 copies signed by John
Steinbeck. Octavo; publisher's green cloth with brown title label to spine and gilt lettering to front;
all edges stained terracotta, with original acetate dust jacket, housed in original brown paper-
covered slipcase. 

Rear corners very slightly bumped, bookseller ticket (Rosengren's Books of San Antonio, Texas) to
rear pastedown, interior otherwise unmarked. Acetate wrapper lightly scuffed with a couple shallow
chips along edges near front corners. Slipcase sunned with moderate shelfwear and brief exposure
along edges, else sturdy and sound. A Near Fine copy in Very Good acetate dust jacket and slipcase.

GOLDSTONE & PAYNE A32.a
 

Price: $5,000

"Then he saw what he was looking for. Below, in one of the little clearings in
the brush lay the red pony"

23. John Steinbeck
 
The Red Pony [Limited Edition, Signed]

New York: Covici Friede Publishers, 1937. First Edition, Limited Issue, one of 699 signed copies of
which this is no. 698. Tall octavo; publisher's beige cloth stamped with intersecting lines and red
pony to front, housed in publisher's tan slipcase stamped in black with limitation number in red
manuscript; 81pp. Corners slightly bumped with some mild toning and staining along spine,
previous owner's bookplate to front pastedown, and bookseller ticket (Charles S. Boesen Fine Books
of Detroit, MI) to rear pastedown; pages otherwise unmarked. Moderate wear with brief exposure to
slipcase, tape mending along bottom edge, else sound. A Very Good copy overall, albeit lacking
glassine dust jacket.

GOLDSTONE & PAYNE A9.a
 

Price: $1,500

Enhanced with Julia's measurements for Génoise fine

24. [Julia Child] Emile Darenne and Emile Duval; Pierre Paillon [illus.]; M. Leduby and H.
Raimbault [eds.]
 
Traite de Patisserie Moderne: Guide de Patissier-Traiteur [Julia Child's Copy]

Paris: Dupont & Malgat, 1961. Nouvelle Édition (49e mille). Thick octavo; publisher's yellow
paper-covered boards, upper cover and spine lettered in brown; [22](ads),viii,774,[2],[14](ads)pp.;
twenty-eight (28) leaves of photographic illus. printed on rectos and versos, some in color, text illus.
throughout. Minor scuffing to extremities, brief soiling to spine, ownership rubberstamp to upper
cover and front leaf and very occasional marginalia (see below), else a Very Good, sound copy
overall. Title page imprint a cancel, upper cover imprint reads "Éditions L. Lambert."

Provenance: Julia Child's copy with her signature to front leaf and "J. Child" to top textblock edge,
as well as the rubberstamp of her home "La Pitchoune," located in Bramafam, Placassier, not far
from Cannes in the south of France. We collated four examples of marginalia in her hand, most
notably her preferred measurements for the Génoises fine, demi-fine, and ordinaries (p. 81).
Occasional minor pagination corrections crop up, including the addition of Pain de Mie in the index
(p. 765). 

It should be noted that this printing of the Traité appeared the same year as Child's Mastering the
Art of French Cooking (1961). This work appears to have been at least lightly used at the house that
Child and her husband occupied until the early 1990s, though overlapping recipes from the two
cookbooks are noticeably dissimilar. For example, Darenne and Duval's Pêches à la Cardinal calls
for a dash of red carmine coloring and current sauce, while Child's Pêches Cardinal (arguably
correctly) omits the food coloring and replaces the currents with the more readily available (to an
American cook) raspberries and fresh mint.

Though Child was an avid scholar of French cooking and books with her ownership signature are
relatively common, very few of her personal cookbooks appear in the trade today, especially as so
many of them now reside with her papers at the Schlesinger Library at Harvard. However, she was
free with her thoughts on the cookbooks she read in her extensive correspondence. Darenne and
Duval's text does not appear in any of her published letters, but her assessment of Gwen French's
Anybody Can Cook could apply here: "Very interesting, and she has worked like a dog, and knows
her stuff; but I do not think she has presented it in a readable and workable enough fashion" (As
Always, Julia (2010), p. 237). Indeed, this is why Mastering the Art of French Cooking,
revolutionary as it was in the presentation of its recipes, remains in constant circulation today, while
the school of Darenne and Duval (thousands of recipes to which are devoted just a few lines each)
has fallen away.
 

Price: $2,800

sex, booze, and murder on the Mexican border

25. [LGBTQIA+] Richard F. Mann [also known as Ray/Rae Bourbon, Hallie Board Waddell,
Hal Hughes, and Ramón Ícarez]
 
Hookers

Philadelphia, PA: House of Bourbon, 1932. First Edition. Octavo; publisher's black boards stamped
in red, in original red printed dust jacket; 238pp. Dust jacket lightly worn and dampstained along
edges with chipping to extremities; bottom third of front flap neatly removed by previous owner.
Boards show light shelfwear, dampstaining to top and bottom of text block edges near spine with
only very slight bleeding over to margins. Overall a Good to Very Good copy.

Mann, better known as Ray or Rae Bourbon, was a well-known female impersonator and vaudeville
performer in the 1930s and 40s, even touring with Mae West for a time. Bourbon was known for his
risque songs and performance, described by Bud Coleman as "a professional vulgarian, not to be
confused with glamour drag," (Harbin p. 68). He also produced a number of comic LPs later in his
career, including one detailing his alleged sex change operation performed in Mexico.

Now largely forgotten, Hookers follows the lives of three sex workers mired in sex, booze, and
murder along the Mexican border. Written in a fast-paced, dialogue-heavy style, the novel is
nevertheless rich in detail evoking the bars and nightlife that Pearl, Evelyn, and Mickey navigate as
they ply their trade. Though the rear flap mentions additional works by Mann (among them Blisters
- Sequel to Hookers and Meat Market: A Fairy Tale), we find no records of such publications. A
scarce title and a rare survival in dust jacket.

Reference: Billy J. Harbin's The Gay & Lesbian Theatrical Legacy (2007).
 

Price: $750

Before there was film there was...spinning stuff

26. [Milton Bradley and Co.]
 
Original Victorian-Era Zoetrope with Five Lithographed Paper Story Strips

[Springfield, MA: Milton Bradley and Company, ca. 1870s]. Original two-piece zoetrope consisting
of walnut base with mounted metal needle (10x15cm.) and accompanying stiff die-cut card cylinder
(11x15cm.), the whole measuring 17x15cm. when assembled. Offered together with five (from a
series of six) story strips (46x4.5cm.) printed lithograph in black on rectos and versos to make a
total of ten displays. Minor chipping to external panel of cylinder, two strips with old crude tape
repair, some brief soiling, else a Very Good set. 

Though the base does not bear the markings of the still-extant toy company Milton Bradley, the
story strips match the first (of about seven) series the company issued to accompany their hugely
popular animation device the zoetrope, first marketed in 1866 after its patent holder William Ensign
Lincoln approached the company. The instrument is an improvement upon an earlier device, the
phenakisticope, a flat, fan-like paper disk that created a moving picture when manually spun.
Eighteen-year-old William Lincoln, while just a sophomore at Brown University, created his earliest
prototypes around 1865 using pictorial paper strips positioned inside a cylinder with twelve or
thirteen die-cut slits through which the observer could watch a scene play on a loop when the
cylinder was spun. 

The present collection includes a series of ten short "stories" printed on five long, narrow sheets of
paper, including "Warm Work for Blackey," showing an anthropomorphic rat balancing on a ball,
losing his balance, getting tossed up in the air, and then landing back on the ball at the end of the
sequence. "Magic Ocean" depicts a whale flicking his tail at a seagull, while "Badgered Cat" depicts
the animal in question affrighted by two aggressive jumping rats. Unfortunately the collection is not
free of racial stereotypes, the strip titled "Sambo" depicting a cartoonish Black man doing a short
dance.
 

Price: $1,250

Unrecorded

27. [Murder Broadside] J.S.C. [a.k.a. Joshua S. Crawford]
 
On the Murder of Ab'm Wanser, of Phillipstown, Putnam County, and the Execution of George
Denny, by J.S.C. of Carmel. 1844

Fishkill Landing, NY: Standard Office, 1844. Pictorial broadside (30x22cm.); text printed in double
column within decorative border, adorned with black woodcut coffin emblem. Previous folds, light
foxing, top edge tipped to framing mat, else Very Good.

Unrecorded broadside detailing in sixteen verses of four lines apiece the murder of Abraham Wanser
(sometimes spelled Wanzer) at the hands of eighteen-year-old George Denny in Philippstown, New
York. Denny's full biography and confession was published in the New York Herald on June, 30,
1844, just a month before his hanging was scheduled, and was apparently the source for this poem
("His full confession of his deeds / Should make the hearts of parents bleed; / Poor lonely youth,
gone far astray, / With no kind friend to guide his way"). 

According to this confession, Denny's mother died shortly after giving birth, and his father, a serial
felon, was absent until Denny was about eight years old. Apart from a year spent with his father and
sister in Michigan, Denny was mostly raised by his grandparents who "indulged me in every evil
habit." The first of his thefts involved stealing a key from Abraham Wanser himself, which Denny
used to open a trunk out of which he stole more than four dollars.

Neither the poem or the confession disclose when Denny's grudge against Wanser really took hold,
but between October 9th and 10th, 1843, Denny, armed with a gun, began stalking Wanser outside
his home, knocking at the door, whistling for him, and finally throwing a stone against the wall.
When Walser appeared "with his gun in his arms," Denny fired, fatally shooting his adversary. 

The poem tells of the aftermath: "Two witnesses while Wanser bleeds, / Tell George the blackness of
the deed; / He hears both God and Conscience tell / We saw you George, when Wanser fell." Less
than a year later Denny was hanged, on July 26, 1844. 

Though copies of the broadside seem to have disappeared since then, V.T. Dacquino describes
handling a similar item in his history Hauntings of the Hudson River Valley (2007), though his copy
came accompanied by a manuscript note: "Lines of poetry on the murder of Wanzer and the
execution of Denny were written in 1844 and became so popular that many people of that day
memorized them and were so impressed at the time that many of the oldest generation of the present
can now [1923] recite them" (p. 22).

Nevertheless, we find no copies in the trade, auction record, or OCLC as of February, 2023. Missed
by McDade.
 

Price: $1,500

"by the long contact with the whites, the tongue of their beloved chief had
become forked"

28. [Native Americana] Anson P.K. Safford, Charles R. Brinley, and John Goulder Campbell
 
Resources of Arizona Territory with a Description of the Indian Tribes; Ancient Ruins; Cochise,
Apache Chief; Antonio, Pima Chief; State and Wagon Roads; Trade and Commerce, Etc.

San Francisco, CA: Francis & Valentine, Steam Printers and Engravers, 1871. First Edition. Octavo;
publisher's printed wrappers; 31pp. Light wear to edges with dampstaining to front and rear wrap
slightly bleeding into interior edges though not affecting text, faint vertical crease through center;
Very Good and legible throughout. 

Uncommon pamphlet compiled by Governor Safford and the Arizona Legislature promoting
immigration to the territory. Gives detailed descriptions of the Native American populations, with
sections on their spiritual beliefs and agricultural practices, including the production of mezcal and
tizwin. 

Included is the story of the Pima Chief Antonio, who visited Washington, DC, and, upon his return
to his tribe told, "of the immense oceans and rivers; of untold thousands of ships... of the iron horse
fed on wood and water." Antonio's people, in this telling, believed him to be weaving a fictional tale,
and when he remained serious and held fast to his story, "the truth began to flash upon the Pima
mind that by the long contact with the whites, the tongue of their beloved chief had become forked,
and he was no longer to be believed." Antonio remained their chief, but his reputation was
diminished, and he no longer spoke of his previous travels (p. 19). 

Scarce in retail and last seen at auction in 1973. 

HOWES S-11; EBERSTADT 168-085.
 

Price: $2,750

Addressed to the journalist who broke the story of Wodehouse's internment in
a Nazi camp

29. P.G. Wodehouse

Collection of Four Typed Letters and Notes, Signed, to Angus Thuermer

Remsenburg, NY: 1961-1975. Collection of four pieces of correspondence addressed to journalist
Angus Thuermer chiefly pertaining to Wodehouse's time in the Nazi concentration camp Tost in
Poland and his present-day life in the New York suburb of Remsenburg. Accompanied by a small
archive of twelve pieces of correspondence, ca. 1960s-2000s, between Thuermer and others
regarding his A.P. article on Wodehouse's incarceration in Tost first published in the New York Times
in 1940. Wodehouse letters show mail folds as to be expected, as well as neat staple holes to top and
left-hand edge, light toning to extremities, else a Very Good or better collection. Remaining
correspondence mostly stapled together with occasional manuscript notes made by Thuermer in
orange pencil. Very Good overall.

Angus Thuermer (1917-2010) was fresh out of college when he began reporting in Nazi Germany in
1940 before the United States entered the war. P.G. Wodehouse had disappeared from his villa in the
French village of Le Touquet in the summer of 1940 but by December of that year Thuermer
received a tip that "British civilian prisoner 796" was the beloved author himself, and the young
journalist successfully gained permission to an exclusive interview at the Polish prison camp of Tost
where Wodehouse was held. The original article that ran in the New York Times on Boxing Day,
1940, was illustrated with a photograph of Wodehouse and Thuermer, the only journalist to seek out
the author during his imprisonment. The photograph itself caused enough movement among
American Wodehouse fans that a petition was successfully made for his early release.

The petition, while gaining Wodehouse an early transfer from Polish internment camp to German
luxury hotel, also signaled to the Nazi propaganda machine the value of the English author as a
mouthpiece. Following his release, Wodehouse agreed to record broadcasts sponsored by the
German Foreign Office for American audiences. The furor of the British response was immediate,
many speculating that Wodehouse had gained his early release by some kind of unsavory
negotiation with the Nazis. The BBC denounced him as a traitor. His reputation during his lifetime
never fully recovered and the broadcasts cost Wodehouse a knighthood until the very end of his very
long life. 

The present collection includes the sporadic correspondence between Wodehouse and Thuermer
more than twenty years after these events. Contents as follows:

1. 2pp. TLS on single sheet of Wodehouse's Remsenburg letterhead dated November 21, 1961, sent
with a small snapshot (6x6cm.) of Wodehouse at work in his study, pipe in his left hand, pen in his
right. Approx. 350 words. "How well I remember that time you came to Tost. Nor have I forgotten
the baked beans and tobacco. What a curious life that was. I suppose I am one of the few internees
who thoroughly enjoyed it. I loved being able to work on my novel without agents and people
calling me up to ask how I was getting on and if I could rush the test of it a bit there might be a
chance of a movie sale." Wodehouse goes on to say that he still does his "Daily Dozen" exercises, is
working on a new Jeeves novel (presumably Stiff Upper Lip, Jeeves), and has two dogs and two
cats.

2. 1p. TLS on Remsenburg letterhead dated April 27, 1969. Approx. 160 words. "Cats continue to
stray into our grounds and are added to the strength. We now have two dog and seven cats, all strays
except one of the dogs, the dachshund, who is an aristocrat and was flown over from England."
Wodehouse also mentions the animal shelter he and his wife have founded, "So altogether we have
done the local animals well."

3. 1p. TLS on Remsenburg letterhead dated July 2, 1971. Approx. 200 words. "It seems incredible,
but I shall be ninety in October. I suppose I could hardly expect to be absolutely fit at that age, but I
am still ticking over, and my brain, thank goodness, seems as good as ever." Wodehouse can still do
his "Daily Dozen," and is up to four dogs and seven cats, "who are very pleasant to pass the time
with."

4. 1p. TNS dated February 4, 1975, thanking Thuermer for his letter. "Much appreciated, as Jeeves
would say." Wodehouse died ten days later, on February 14. Thuermer has added in manuscript ink
the note "I wrote to congratulate him on his recent knighthood. He died very shortly after we got
this letter. 18 Feb 75."
 

Price: $2,250

A noble effort to capture the eclipse of 1925

30. [Photography] [Bermuda / Italy / Solar Eclipses] Anonymous
 
Photo Album Documenting the Solar Eclipse of January 24th, 1925, and Travels to Bermuda, Italy,
and Austria

New York? / Bermuda / Italy / Austria: 1925. Oblong folio (26x34cm.); flexible black cloth string-
bound album, upper cover lettered in gilt ("Photographs"); [50]ll. of thick grey card stock to which
are mounted one hundred and eighty-six (186) silver gelatin photographs, mostly measuring
10x16cm or the inverse, all but the final dozen photographs neatly captioned in ink manuscript. One
photograph separated but still present, one early image of Hamilton Harbor, Bermuda, neatly split,
otherwise album and contents remain in Very Good, bright condition.

Unattributed personal photo album documenting the months of January to September, 1925,
presumably of a well-to-do New York couple. The opening thirteen images depict the total solar
eclipse of January 24th, 1925, which could be seen across much of Canada, upstate New York, and
the very northernmost portion of Manhattan. Based on these images, the photographer was
somewhere in upstate New York or New England, the scene rather rural and snow-covered. This is
clearly an amateur effort, though the sequence of photographs taken directly of the sun is rather
visually appealing.

The remaining 173 images were taken during an eight-month sight-seeing trip commencing with a
lengthy stop in Hamilton, Bermuda. Landmarks and events captured in this album include the Mid-
Ocean Golf Club, a tennis tournament, the coral reefs off of Elba Beach, the "Road cut out of solid
rock by convict labor near Gov't House," the Gibbs Hill Light House, and the town of St. Georges,
where the photographer snapped a couple of images of a young Black woman and her child sitting
in the window of a whitewashed house, captioned "Study in black and white."

The latter half of the album runs the gamut of the typical European tour, beginning in Naples and
quickly passing through Genoa, Milan, Lake Como, Verona, Venice, and the Austrian Tyrol. The
final images with captions depict the town of Klausen, South Tyrol.
 

Price: $750

Eighty-six photographs by two of Cairo's most accomplished photography
studios

31. [Photography] [Egypt] Gabriel Lekegian and Zangaki Brothers
 
Original Photo Album of Eighty-Six Albumen Views of Egypt

[Cairo]: Gabriel Lekegian and Zangaki Brothers, n.d., ca. 1880s. Large oblong folio (25x34cm.);
original brown cloth album with binder's ticket of the Parisian establishment Anc. Mon. Martinet to
front pastedown; [50]ll. thick blue card stock filled nearly to completion with eighty-six (86)
albumen photographs (mostly 20.5x27cm or the inverse) captioned in image. Album rather worn
with spine mostly detached and frayed, corners bumped with some exposure, otherwise Good to
Very Good, images all bright and sound if a bit cockled from glue mount. 

Substantial album of photographic portraits and views produced by two of the most prestigious
studios operating in Cairo in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. The majority of the images
(seventy-three) were produced by Gabriel Lekegian (ca. 1853-1920), an Armenian-born artist who
first began his career in Constantinople as a water-colorist before setting up a professional
photography studio shrewdly located across the street from the Shepherd's Hotel in Cairo's
European District. (In fact the earliest image in this album is a spectacular human tableau with the
facade of the Hotel as its backdrop). As well as producing images to quench the colonialist thirst of
the tourist trade, Lekegian is today remembered for his modernist tendency to portray the everyday:
the peasants, the laborers, the women and children of Cairo. One researcher has written "His
subjects were perhaps more multifarious and diverse than any other photographer working in Egypt
at the time" (Armenian Photographer Foundation).

The remaining thirteen images signed in image by the Zangaki Brothers, Greek Cypriots who, like
Lekegian, discovered the fruits of the tourist photograph trade and opened their own studio in Cairo
contemporaneously with their Armenian competitor, producing "some of the finest images of late
Victorian Egypt" (Encyclopedia of 19th Century Photography, p. 1521). 

The album is a valuable display piece of both quotidian Victorian Cairo and its ancient environs,
capturing its most destitute inhabitants as well as the monuments that brought the European tourists
in by droves. Recognizable landmarks pictured here include the Pyramids and the partially
uncovered Sphinx, the Mosque of Mohammad Ali, the Khalifa Tombs, the Obelisks of Heliopolis,
the bas reliefs of the Temple of Rameses, the Colossi of Memnon, Luxor Temple, and Karnak.
 

Price: $3,500

Charles Dickens, Queen Victoria, Florence Nightingale & friends

32. [Photography] [Scotland] [Hope Family] Luigi Caldesi, Andre Adolphe Disderi, John
Edwin Mayall et al
 
Original Photo Album of Three Hundred and Ninety-Eight Albumen Cartes de Visite

[South Queensferry, Scotland: ca. 1860s]. Large folio (35cm.); 20th century red cloth, original green
gilt morocco spine laid down; [94]ll. to which are mounted three hundred and ninety-eight (398)
original albumen photographs, all but five in carte de visite format (ca. 8.5x6.5cm.), the five
exceptions consisting of the opening oval photographic portrait of John Hope, 5th Earl of Hopetoun
(13.5x10.5cm.) and four uncaptioned family photographs (13x10cm.). Light shelf wear, original
spine leather rather scratched and dried, textblock fore-edge shows definite evidence of use with a
few leaves especially thumbed, old tape repair to one leaf, else Very Good, photographs all in bright
and fine condition. 

Substantial collection of cartes de visite compiled by the Hope Family of Hopetoun House,
advertised today as "Scotland's Finest Stately Home." The Hope family fortunes began in the 17th
century when Sir James Hope (1614-1661) married the heiress Anne Foulis, through whom he came
into possession of valuable lead mines. With this fortune his son John (1650-1682) purchased the
land on which the house would be built, though he died before the project could get underway.
Instead, it was his widow Lady Margaret Hamilton who commissioned the renowned architect Sir
William Bruce to build her young son a fabulous mansion, which only became more fabulous in the
18th century when William Adam and his sons expanded the structure, a task that would take forty
years to complete. 

The present album, whose preserved original spine reads "Photographs / Friends / F.J.H.," dates
from the era of John, Sixth Earl of Hopetoun (1831-1873). The images consist of 277 original
photographic portraits and 121 photographic reproductions of painted portraits. Early photographs
consist almost exclusively of immediate and extended Hope family members and their many many
children, nearly all neatly captioned with the name of the subject and the photographer, displaying a
substantial gallery of the most renowned portraitists of the Victorian era. Notable photographers and
studios include Ross and Thompson (23 images); Luigi Caldesi (25 images); André Adolphe Disderi
(16 images); John Edwin Mayall (18 images); Camille Silvy (20 images); Maull & Polybank (4
images); and Antoine Claudet (3 images).

As well as Hope family members, the album also includes numerous contemporary members of the
landed gentry: Lords Clyde, Canning, Elcho, Brougham, Palmerston, Russell, Eglintoun, Elgin,
Derby, Cockburn, Benholm, Middleton, Shaftesbury, and Herbert; Dukes of Argyle, Athole,
Buccleuch, Hamilton, and Roxburgh; and a diverse array of celebrities: Florence Nightingale,
William Makepeace Thackeray, Franz Liszt, Benjamin Disraeli, Giuseppe Verdi, Charles Dickens,
actor Charles Kean, singer Giulia Grisi, mathematicians John Herschel and Hugh Blackburn, pianist
Arabella Goddard, writer Catherine Sinclair, and historian Agnes Strickland. The collection also
includes a suite of Mayall's photographs of Queen Victoria and her young family, the first royal
cartes de visite, for which he is today best known.
 

Price: $8,500

With with the original Talbotype/calotype

33. [Photography] [William Henry Fox Talbot]
 
The Art-Union, Monthly Journal of the Fine Arts and the Arts, Decorative, Ornamental. Volume the
Eighth [Original Calotype Included]

London: Palmer and Clayton, 1846. First Edition. Quarto (30cm.); contemporary three-quarter red
calf over marbled boards, green and black gilt spine labels; 338pp.; eighteen leaves of plates,
including two printed in color and two folding, as well as the original calotype (85.x6.5cm.) facing
p. 143 depicting a guide post behind which can be seen two horse-drawn carriages and a store front
reading "[Fabr]ique de Pianos." Leather rather scuffed at extremities, front joint quite tender, top
margin of plates dampstained, though not approaching images or photograph, contemporary ex
libris of the Bibliothecae Publicae Worthing to front pastedown. Overall Good to Very Good,
contents otherwise clean and sound.

The most important volume of The Art-Union, edited by Samuel Carter Hall. Just two years earlier,
in 1844, the inventor William Henry Fox Talbot (1800-1877) had begun work on his first photo-
illustrated book, The Pencil of Nature, using his salted paper process resulting in a calotype (also
called a "talbotype" by his friends). The next year he approached Hall, securing a deal to include a
calotype in ever copy of The Art-Union's eighth volume. However, printing 6,000 calotypes proved
an enormously difficult task for which Talbot and his printer Nicolaas Henneman were not prepared:
"The paper was not properly exposed, not well fixed or washed, and badly pasted onto the magazine
leaves. The images faded almost as soon as they were created and the publicity Talbot received was
all negative" (Julie L. Mellby, "A Talbotype Illustration for the Art- Union").

However, the calotype could be nothing short of revolutionary and the text for the accompanying
article, "The Talbotype - Sun Pictures," provides a glimpse of the reaction of a contemporary laying
their eyes on a photograph for the first time: "On their first appearance, artists who were not as yet
cognizant of the discovery were at a loss to pronounce upon them — they could, at once, understand
that they were charactered [sic] by nothing like human handling; there was no resemblance to touch,
for the eye to rest upon — they resembled nothing that had ever been done."
 

Price: $3,000

Vividly inscribed and signed by Susan B. Anthony

34. [Susan B. Anthony] Ida Husted Harper
 
The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony including public addresses, her own letters and many from
her contemporaries during fifty years [Both Volumes Inscribed and Signed by Anthony]

Indianapolis: Bowen-Merrill Company, 1899 [Vol. II erroneously dated 1898]. Two volumes; large,
thick octavos; publisher's green pictorial cloth embossed in gilt, top edges gilt, housed in custom
cloth slipcase; xxiv,513,[1]; xi,[3],[514]-1110pp.; photographic portrait frontispieces, forty-six (46)
leaves of illus., chiefly portraits, facsimiles in text throughout. Light shelf wear, spines a shade
sunned, tiny soil spot mid-spine of Vol. II, small paper flaw to Vol. I front pastedown from
previously removed address label, else a Very Good, bright and sound set.

Monumental authorized biography of the pioneering suffragist Susan B. Anthony (1820-1906).
Front free endpapers of both volumes warmly inscribed, Vol. I thus: "Mrs. Judge Griswold /
Leavenworth, Kansas / From one who remembers the old white horse that carried Mrs. Griswold
and herself around the town in April of 1889 after the sudden death of dear ?niece Susie B. Anthony
— I shall never forget those days — those election days — Women, like men, may not see & note
the right. / With love and respect of / Yours truly / Susan B. Anthony / Rochester, N.Y. / Oct. 28,
1902." 

Vol. II bears the briefer inscription, "Mrs. Judge Griswold / Leavenworth, Kansas / From her friend
& admirer / Susan B. Anthony / Rochester, N.Y. / Oct. 25 [sic?], 1902." 

Presumably inscribed to Mary J. Chisholm Griswold, who was married to "Judge" Hiram Griswold
of Leavenworth, Kansas, from 1878 until his death in 1881. Susan B. Anthony had first made her
mark in Leavenworth just a few months after the end of the Civil War when she came to town
expounding upon extending the vote to Black male citizens, but was banned by the Republican
contingent from promoting women's suffrage as well. This set sports a splendid, quite vivid
inscription, though little is otherwise known of Mrs. Griswold.

Reference: Bernadette Cahill. "Silencing Women: Susan B. Anthony and Suffrage in 1865
Leavenworth."
 

Price: $6,500

Complete with all one hundred aquatint engravings

35. William Combe [text]; Thomas Rowlandson [illus.]
 
English Dance of Death [WITH] The Dance of Life, a Poem

London: Printed by J. Diggens / Published at R. Ackermann's Repository of Arts, 1814-1817. First
Editions. Three volumes; octavos (26cm.); contemporary calf over paper-covered boards, black gilt
spine labels (the earlier two volumes bound with marbled paper-covered boards, the latter volume
bound with elements of one of the original fascicle wrappers), all margins remain untrimmed, the set
housed in modern cloth slipcase; [4],vii,[5],295,[1]; [6],299,[1]; [2],ii,ii,285,[3]pp.; the first and
third volume bound with hand-colored aquatint frontispiece and added title page, ninety-six hand-
colored plates totaling one hundred (100) hand-colored plates, collated and complete. Boards a bit
scuffed, joints discreetly reinforced, half title present in Vol. I only as usual, brief ownership
signature to front pastedown of latter two volumes, offsetting from plates, else a Very Good, quite
attractive set uncommon in contemporary binding.

One of the final projects on which William Combe contributed before his death in 1823, these two
works following shortly after the success of The Tour of Doctor Syntax. The text was written in
conjunction with Thomas Rowlandson's rollicking suite of engravings, in which no member of
English society was free of ridicule. "The illustrated books underline Rowlandson's extraordinary
range. He was as much a master of the lyrical watercolour of rolling countryside as of the incisive
caricature. A specialist in urban topography, though more interested in the picturesque than in
exactitude, he was portraitist, social commentator, and sporting artist. Above all, he reveled in the
comedy of everyday life, emphasizing the ridiculous and the ribald in his inventions, poking fun but
avoiding emotion and satire" (Oxford Dictionary of National Biography). 

GROLIER ROWLANDSON 32 & 38; TOOLEY 410 & 411.
 

Price: $4,000
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